Feeling tradition, feeling modernity
The Essential Catalan Sound

Cobla Catalana dels Sons Essencials

The latest project of Marcel Casellas presents melodies,
timbres and rhythms of the catalan worldmusic in a form of
improvisational modern and ethnic mode. Ten musicians get
on stage all typical instruments from Catalonia, with ethnic
percussion and voice. Tradition of the Mediterranean with
some aspects of the jazz plays rithms like Sardana, Jota, Ball
Pla... and Rumba. These are the starting point for the fantasy
of the band and its soloists with a special repertoire of
Casellas.
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Cobla Catalana dels Sons Essencials

This is the latest project of Marcel Casellas, who presents melodies, timbres
and rhythms of the catalan worldmusic in a form of improvisational modern and
ethnic mode.
The formation of ten musicians get on stage all the instruments of the “cobla”,
the most popular and traditional formation in Catalonia, with ethnic percussion
and voice. Play with the codes of the oral tradition of the Mediterranean and
some aspects of the jazz, playing traditionals rithms like Sardana, Jota, Ball Pla
and Rumba. These are the starting point for the fantasy of the band and its
soloists with a repertoire created especially for Marcel Casellas who is rooted
in tradition.
Marcel Casellas and CCSE proposed merger of catalan music and exploring the
sounds that go beyond the sense of time and space. Using this always sounds
something unique and singular as the “cobla”.

A unique, different and special sound

The Cobla Catalana dels Sons Essencials is one of Marcel Casellas’ most
versatile works, where regional melodies, tones and rhythms are presented in a
remarkably contemporary way and with ethnic improvisation.
The group of ten musicians presents on stage the instruments of a world music
ensemble. On the one hand, ethnic percussion, guitar, and vocal; on the other, a

cobla-related wind instrument section (tenora, tible, fiscorn, and flabiol). The
CCSE (Cobla Catalana dels Sons Essencials) plays with the oral tradition codes,
the Mediterranean atmosphere, and some aspects of jazz in order to serve the
most authentic musical genres: contrapàs, sardana, jota, ball pla, and rebatuts

coixos. These are the starting point of the cobla and its soloists, with a
repertoire that comes from the tradition and is especially created by Marcel
Casellas.
“What’s old I adore, what’s new elates me.” With this message from J. V. Foix,
Casellas and the CCSE propose the merging of the Catalan music and its
sounds by exploring tones that transcend time and space. They always use the
sounds of a unique and special ensemble, as in the case of the cobla.
And with this incredible, unique and special ensemble, four different and
additional proposals are offered in order to illustrate the ensemble’s versatility.

In concert, music and dance
The ensemble presents its third work in 2016, L’aloja, with regional rhythms as
the main element. Contrapàs, sardana, jota, ball pla, and rebatuts coixos live
together in harmony with the rumba, the fandango, and the seguidilla. They
perform alongside the best balladors (dancers) from every place in which they
perform.
The CCSE hires municipal and/or regional entities from the places where they
perform and offers a determined repertoire, with agreed staging in order to
provide the community with concerts that include dance as well.

The winds of a cobla are heard, but with some Mediterranean details, ethnic
rhythms and regional genres filtered through an arrel fusió sieve. The CCSE
merges fidelity and tradition with latest trends.
After having presented their second work throughout Catalonia, the CCSE
keeps on exploring the public’s response to a repertoire that leaves no one
indifferent. In this tour, they offer shows alongside balladors (dancers) from the
different places where they perform.
A versatile cobla where everything is allowed. It can be adapted to every
atmosphere, whether it is a festivity of tribal origin, or a distinctive symphonic
proposal, The tribal simfònic (symphonic tribal).

Theater concert or dancing concert

A completely different danceable rhythms session, where the sense of a ballada

de sardanes (a group of people dancing sardana), a night in the Plaça del Rei,
some sessions of folk, pop, and jazz emerge altogether. Something that is just
perfect for the evenings.

Cobla music performing sardanes, ball pla, rumbes, jotes, contrapassos and
other musical forms in order to make the repertoire suitable for the concert de

cadira or the dancing concert.

Members

Jordi Campos, tible, barítona & saxo
Alfons Rojo, guitar
Toni Rocosa, tenora & clarinet
Pep Moliner, fiscorn & trombó
Pere Olivé, percussion
Joan Moliner, flabiol i tamborí
Ivó Oller, trumpet
Xarli Olivé, drum and bass
Heura Gaya, voice
Marcel Casellas, doublebass, pandero & direction

Performances

-SmithsonianFolklife Festival (Washington, EUA, 2018)
-Shangai Tourism Festival (2017)
-Festival TRAMA (2017)
-Tradicionàrius, Barcelona (2017)
-Festa Major de Terrassa (2017)
-Festa Major de Gràcia, Barcelona (2016)
-Fira Mediterrània de Manresa (2016)
-FIMPT. Festival Internacional de Música Popular i Tradicional (Vilanova i la
Geltrú) (octubre 2016)
-Festival Desfolca't (juny 2016)
-Festival EVA (juny 2016)
-Festival Folk de Segovia (2014)
-BabelMed Music (2014)
-10 concerts at Terrassa del Museu d’Història de Catalunya summer 2014.

Discography:

Cobla Catalana dels Sons Essencials – Autoedition,
2012 Terra d’espores – Picap, 2014

L'aloja - Discmedi, 2016

Si són flors, floriran - Discmedi, 2018

The latest project of Marcel Casellas presents melodies, timbres and
rhythms of the catalan worldmusic in a form of improvisational modern
and ethnic mode. Ten musicians get on stage all typical instruments from
Catalonia, with ethnic percussion and voice. Tradition of the
Mediterranean with some aspects of the jazz plays rithms like Sardana,
Jota, Ball Pla... and Rumba. These are the starting point for the fantasy of
the band and its soloists with a special repertoire of Casellas.

